**Cameron Hopes A Proper Attitude Toward Student-Professor Poll**

**New Constitution of Honor Council Awaits Final O.K.**

James Randall
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"Candle Glow," Girls' Club Informal Dance, To Be Held February 7 at Blossom Heath

"Candle Glow" has been chosen as the name of the Girls' Club dance to be held from 9 till 1, February 7, at the Blossom Heath Club. The affair will be informal and musical will be furnished by Rudy Brook and his orchestra.

As the name suggests the entire club will be softly lit by many glistening candles. Carolyn Delhomme is in charge of decorations, which will carry out this softly mystical theme. Arrangements for this

Lotta Space Advises

THE NOT-SO-LUCKY IN LOVE NEED MORE THAN ADVICE!

Dear Miss Space:

Believe of the sex, in opposition to our own, perhaps you can give me a lead. I've shamefully confessed that I, for the best-looking boy in the headlines, have reached the stage at which others of my sex are becoming particularly attractive and feminine to those of the opposite sex. What is it, then, that seems to decide my company? True, I have you so many, and am potentially by heart-reader material, but can other more distinctly feminine qualities that are more than make up for these deficiencies? Can you give me a clue as to what it is? Phone 1-441.

Sincerely,

Mary Muffet

To look completely smart MARY

LOUISE KLOPZERA wears a suit that is helped to create interest. Certain buttons line each pocket and encircle the shoulders. Price $29.00.

Carl Gren

STATIONERY PRINTING

EMBROIDERING

PERSONALIZED GIFT OFFICE SUPPLIES

DIE MAIN HOUSTON

Just across the street for Good Things to Eat

Ye Old College Inn
YEARS OF PROGRESS NOT DOUBTFUL GOWAN SAYS
G.O.P. Features Poor Politics; Some Words About "Communists"

by Flins Coven

Note: In view of the high-press letters appearing elsewhere in this issue attacking recent articles by Flins Coven, he has been given permission to make some comments in return. The committee appreciates the wisdom of his critics and hopes that his words will be written carefully and considered in all aspects.

One letter, in particular, says that the progress of the last ten years is doubtful. I am not about to refute the THERESE, which does not seem to have any news worth publishing. I will not admit to the THERESE, which seems to have been printed out at a very low price in some cases.

The Republican, as a most outstanding illustration of the figure that every one supports, the Marshall plan in the fight against communism has at least partially alleviated the ill effects of the Smoot-Hawley protective tariff and the Smoat-Hawley tariff which is now in effect.

The Republican believes that the tariff is in the best, least prosperous, non-agricultural areas, and, on the contrary, the proposed tax cut will reflect student opinion. Added to this is the one of the major causes of the ill effects of the Smoot-Hawley protective tariff, which is in effect.

A poll is being conducted among the students and faculty members to determine the subject preference of the Forum committee. Those subjects that are most in demand will be scheduled as an early Forum program according to Mr. Cowan, chairman of the Forum committee.

The ultimate, with suggested forums being and a space for added communication, are being placed in the University of Houston, the Longhorn, the student, and the student's union.

The Forum committee asks that interested students fill out these forms so that the Forum committee may have a more complete and accurate report of student interests.

Rex Rainey was dismissed from campus because every one supports, the Marshall plan in the fight against communism has at least partially alleviated the ill effects of the Smoot-Hawley protective tariff and the Smoat-Hawley tariff which is now in effect.

Mr. Rainey was dismissed because he had a Red idea. I listened to his "Red" tendencies. He was not afraid to say, almost as absurd as the one of the major causes of the ill effects of the Smoot-Hawley protective tariff, which is in effect.

Mr. Rainey was dismissed because he had a Red idea. I listened to his "Red" tendencies. He was not afraid to say, almost as absurd as the one of the major causes of the ill effects of the Smoot-Hawley protective tariff, which is in effect.

The opinion of many people is that the city's bus routes in the business district are available for you, every minute, twenty- four hours a day, seven days a week. But as handy as the nearest telephone.

Telephone FAIRFAIR 7171...

and our information department is at your service.

Create Headline,17

Another Camel from this side

Louis Prima's "With a Hey and a Hi and a No Ho Ho" (RCA Victor)" was a big hit in the city's bus routes in the business district.
Baskets Hope to Make Up For 39-39 Previous Defeat

The Rice Owls will get another crack at the Baylor Bears when they journey to Waco for a Saturday night date with the league leaders. The match, besides being the Owls last tilt before finals, will give the Owls another opportunity to catch the boat which they missed last Friday night.

At that time the door was certainly open for them to pull a major upset. There were any number of factors in their favor during that last match. Baylor was having an "off night" and missed a couple of easy shots. Rice had the psychological advantage of playing on home ground. The Owls boasted an advantage which should have given control of the backcourt. However, in spite of these facts, the Owls couldn't bring the potential; they had an "off night" too. The result was a slow, proverbial bacon; they had an "off night." But, in the second half, the depths of competition came to the Owls; they were a completely different team. Their interior men, Bill Johnson, had scores with two points, Homer Walker had Rice scores with seven field goal and five free shots. However, the best player on the court was handsomely Joe Owen. Baylor's all but six, three form forward. The top red head, a former member of Rice's Warren Beaver quintet, stated the obvious - the Owls were better on the outside of the court; the Owls scored more inside shots. Most of his seven points came at this period of the game.

Rice High Man

His name isn't Bill Johnson, but scores with two points, Homer Walker had Rice scores with seven field goal and five free shots. However, the best player on the court was handsomely Joe Owen. Baylor's all but six, three form forward. The top red head, a former member of Rice's Warren Beaver quintet, stated the obvious - the Owls were better on the outside of the court; the Owls scored more inside shots. Most of his seven points came at this period of the game.

The ball game leaves its participants with a resounding 920 points out of a possible 1000 with Freshman Charles Nolan hitting a high of 195.

Mac Early can't say anything directly, other than the matches are final at each school at the same time. Then results are emancipated by each other. Wise Heven

The times have been more seasons than a vivid, quite effective time, having suffered only two defeat out of the 13 games.

The matches are on tour dial; they may some some of the boys, and because their first firing, their last firing, on the other hand conditions may be hot right and the boys will be able to fire back with their scores. Only the final results will tell the tale.

At the present time all numbers of the team are working hard to ensure top efficiency which was set back by no practice during the two defeats out of 13 games.

The fact that a good hard basket-keener Competition

The "luck shots" that bounce off the backboard are fairly common. Many of the shots are actually bounce shots. The most effective way to stop them is by firing, "blocker" shots above the normal firing zone. The backboard is at least 36 inches from the backboard, only the short man's advantage over the tall fellow. The idea would be to raise the goal five inches and move it 20 inches from the backboard. The results would pretty well prove this point. Only two points would be elevated and more points be added from these shots. These, in conclusion, are my recommendations for firing. In no event to force an opponent in the subject, the writer wrote the Rice-Baylor game back Friday. The idea would be to raise it 10 and watch the one of the backboards. The results would prove the point. Coming out this year they went into the match with a 20-0 record. Last year's team; Joe Robinson and Eddy Woodmansee, all carryovers from the team are working hard to regain top efficiency which was set back by no practice during the two defeats out of 13 games.

The "luck shots" that bounce off the backboard are fairly common. Many of the shots are actually bounce shots. The most effective way to stop them is by firing, "blocker" shots above the normal firing zone. The backboard is at least 36 inches from the backboard, only the short man's advantage over the tall fellow. The idea would be to raise the goal five inches and move it 20 inches from the backboard. The results would pretty well prove this point. Only two points would be elevated and more points be added from these shots. These, in conclusion, are my recommendations for firing. In no event to force an opponent in the subject, the writer wrote the Rice-Baylor game back Friday. The idea would be to raise it 10 and watch the one of the backboards. The results would prove the point. Coming out this year they went into the match with a 20-0 record. Last year's team; Joe Robinson and Eddy Woodmansee, all carryovers from the team are working hard to regain top efficiency which was set back by no practice during the two defeats out of 13 games.
Footlights

by E. Leslie Hogan

THEY WERE NAMED after eight years and that's half of a vaudeville team tour. The latter factor has some other than Jess Neely as its leader. Even if the student body isn't large or loud enough to do justice it's still being plugged after eight years and that's a lot in its favor.

Harry and his partner, Allen Collins, who had sent a letter to the editor of the \textit{TASSEERI}, enclosing the money as her share of the Campanile debt. The student council from Mary-

When you change to Chesterfield

\textbf{the first thing you will notice is their mildness.}

\textbf{It's because of their right combination.}

\textbf{World's First Tobacco.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Always milder.}
  \item \textbf{Better tasting.}
  \item \textbf{Cooler smoking.}
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Always buy CHESTERFIELD}

THEY SATISFY.